AUTHOR GUIDELINES

Indonesian Journal of Animal and Veterinary Sciences, or IJAVS contains:

(i) Primary scientific manuscript of unpublished research results.
(ii) Elucidation of research methods and innovative techniques which is useful for research development.

AUTHOR GUIDANCE

Manuscript is written in good English, accompanied with abstract in English and Indonesian. Manuscript is typewritten on the A4 paper size with 2 spaces distance and 4 cm from left side, 3 cm from right side, 3 cm from top and bottom sides. We provide you with IJAVS Template that you can find in our website: http://medpub.litbang.pertanian.go.id/index.php/jitv.

SCRIPTWRITING SYSTEMATICS

1. Title:
   Should be comprehensive, but it is made as short as possible. Subtitle can be given if it needed.

2. Name and Address of Author:
   Author’s name is written completely (without degree) and typewritten by CAPITAL letter. If the author is more than 1 person with different address, Arabic numbers superscript should be given behind each name. Author’s address written under author’s name, consisting of institution name and its complete address, made in line with number of index on behalf of the author and typewritten by ITALIC.

3. Abstract:
   Abstract is gift of manuscript, written in Indonesian or English, do not more than 250 words and stated in one paragraph. Abstract consists of background, purpose, material and method, result and conclusion. The author’s name (in CAPITAL form), publication year, manuscript title and journal name are listed before abstract content with layout as reference. Keywords are listed under the abstract, maximum 5 words.

4. Introduction:
   Is consisting of research background, issue, efforts which have been made, approach taken to solve the problem and research purpose.

5. Materials and Methods:
   Elucidating clearly about materials used and method carried out. If the material using animals in the experiment, please indicate that the animals are performed according to animal ethics and welfare. See ethical statement in the attachment.

6. Results and Discussion:
   It presents and discusses clearly and completely achieved research results based on the purpose. Result and discussion may be presented separately or united. Result description may be completed by concise tables and clear illustrations (black and white graphics, figures or photos) on separated page. Tabel description (on top) and illustrations (in bottom) should be clear and independent, so readers may easily understand the table without read the text. Discussion description consists of description of result and research mean and benefit associated with issue which will be solved. Measurement units both in table or illustrations use metric system.

7. Conclusion:
   It is a manuscript final summary.

8. Acknowledgement:
   It can be written if needed.

9. References:
   The author is recommended to use Mendeley Program (http://www.mendeley.com) and citation style of Taylor & Francis - Council of Science Editors (author-date). Mendeley program utilization is aimed to avoid mistakes in citations and references writing. Cited references (preferably, 80% is primary article and the last 10 years publication). and should not from unpublished articles such as practical guidance and research report, except thesis and dissertation. Download is allowed if it is from electronic magazine, genom database or patent.

Citation in the references:
Literatures in reference are written alphabetically based on the author’s name. Same author is written sequentially starting from earlier order.

Example of reference writing

Primary paper:

Book:


10. Citation in text: Citation consists author’s last name and publication year.

b. Two authors: ........ expect, end maintenance weight (Khasrad & Rusdimansyah 2012). Khasrad & Rusdimansyah (2012) argued........

d. Same author cited from 2 different papers: (Purwadaria et al. 2003a, 2003b).
e. Author with same family name is written consecutive: (Dawson J 1986; Dawson M 1986).
f. Several different authors are written consecutive: (Kannan et al. 2000; Grandin 2007; Santosa et al. 2012).
g. Institution: CSA (2011).........

11. Table: a. Standard word used is Times New Roman with 1 space distance and 11 of font size.
b. Title is simple, clear, and understandable sentence without reads the manuscript.
c. Each column from table should has heading. Its unit separated from title by comma, in parentheses, or at its bottom.
d. Table description is written under the table with 1 space distance and 11 of font size. Data source is written under the table or in the table in own header.

Dividing line is made in form of horizontal.

12. Figure and graphic: a. Title uses Times New Roman with 1 space distance and 11 of font size. It is a simple and clear sentence which is laid under the figure or graphic.
b. Line in graphic should show clearly difference of one and others, if there is more than one curve.
c. Clear contrast figure with proportionate size and high resolution to present the best performance.

Write figure or graphic source under the title.

1. If written manuscript is more than one, it needed an approval from the other authors by enclose initial behind each name.
2. Complete manuscript is sent in three copies to Editorial Board of IJAVS and its electronic file, or by online: http://medpub.litbang.pertanian.go.id/index.php/jitv

The author is entitled to 1 original journal and 10 its reprints.